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Editorial
With the coming of
Spring, activity
along our
waterway has once
again come to life.
From the vantage
point of my first
floor office window

at ‘Mossley Docks’ (the winding hole/wharf
below Lock 13W) I see lots of people
walking the towpath. Pairs, groups from
rambling clubs and occasionally some brave
teachers leading what I describe as an
infestation of junior school children,
hopefully to learn about the canal and it’s
environs. The boating season is well
underway and there is no mistaking the
characteristic throb of a boat engine, be it
classic slow revving or a more modern
hum, it stands out from road traffic as they
come past. We invariably waive, and, if
outside near the fence, respond to
comments like ‘how are you going to get
that in here’? the answer, of course, being
‘we are not, far too big’.

A warm welcome back to Keith Gibson
from all at HCS.  Having been mended by
the medical experts, he has now been able
to make his usual, very informed,
contribution ‘Disconnected Jottings’ on
pages 7-9.

Claire Bebbington, our publicity officer, is
doing a great job of organising social and
promotional events. You are reminded of
these on page 16 of this Issue. One of these
events was a talk entitled ‘Victorian
Tunnels’ given by tunnel expert Jack Knight
at the Standedge Visitor Centre on the 17th

May. Explaining how different techniques
for interlocking brickwork were used and
how progress was made boring into a
hillside, Jack gave a very informative talk.
Sadly, although appearing in normal health,

Jack died suddenly the following Monday.
Although I had not met the gentleman prior
to his tunnel talk, it was still something of a
shock at the sad news.  Our condolences
go out to his wife and family. Jack was
scheduled to give a speech at the unveiling
of the Thomas Telford plaque at Diggle
portal a week later. I was asked to step into
the breach in his place.  I did some rapid
swatting up on Telford facts & figures to
impress the assembled throng and did my
best. Reports of this event appeared in
Waterways World, Oldham Evening
Chronicle and on page 32 of this Issue.

Amongst the attendees at the AGM was a
gentleman by the name of Brian
Badminton.  Brian was the East side
chairman in the early days.  I asked if he
would write a piece for Pennine Link about
his time in the post. The first part of his
contribution is on pages 18-21.

The AGM, held this year at Standedge
Visitor Centre, went smoothly with only
minor questions on the accounts and future
accounting changes. Myself, Keith Noble
and Eric Crosland were re-elected to
Council and Andrea Fisher’s appointment
confirmed.  AOB drew questions as to
tunnel transit and the possibility of boat
access to the summit pound both sides
without Tunnel transit. Also raised was the
infrequency of talks and slide shows to
other groups. It was suggested that this
should be more active, so, if you know
anyone, group, society or association etc.
that would like to receive such, please get
in touch with the office.  After the official
business and a buffet, we were treated to a
talk from Judy Jones, the BW NE Heritage
Officer. She outlined her role within BW
and gave examples of problems they had
experienced. Keeping the ‘As Built’ status
quo and unearthing old artefacts for
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Chairman’s Annual Report

preservation is a welcome activity in my
book. All our inland navigations and craft
thereon were built in feet & inches.
Personally, I am not happy that these are
being transposed into metric units.
(However, that’s my little gripe). The icing
on the cake at the end of the talk was the
display of the old minute book of the
London & North Western Railway
Company from 1855 to 1869. This book,
written in impeccable longhand, was found
in an attic, rescued from disposal and
donated by Sheila Gallagher to British
Waterways. Our Administrator, Bob Gough,
has photographed the entire book, floods at
British Waterways’ Fearn’s Wharf offices
notwithstanding, and a preview of the
pictures is shown on page 13.

Being a voluntary organisation and relying
on other voluntary groups for copy, it is
often difficult to put pressure on subscribers
to meet press date deadlines. If we were a
commercial magazine with employees and
commissioned freelance writers, we would
be able to apply suitable incentives for
compliance. ( “You’re Fired!”).  I am certain

that other societies have the same problem
and sometimes we have to go ahead with
printing short of expected copy. This is one
such instance. One of the things missing is
the report from another restoration project,
which will now be in the next Issue.

I have to confess to making a slight booboo
I my last editorial. This year’s photographic
competition will still be free to members. It
is only non-members we will ask to pay €5
to enter, not everyone as I indicated. From
last year’s response we have been able to
put together a very attractive calendar.
With free postage and packing for
members, (see page 17) we are bracing
ourselves for a rush of orders. Support your
Society. Order a dozen now!

Following from the Newcomen Society
Thomas Telford plaque event at the Diggle
portal, my ‘Looking Back’ pages from old
Pennine Links are all relating to tunnel
transit. The first from 10th December 1810,
the second from April 1955 (page 40).
Riveting stuff eh!

Alwyn Ogborn

2006 was another
busy year in the
life of your
Huddersfield Canal
Society. We have
continued to
contribute to the
promotion of the

canal in harmony with the local authorities
and British Waterways. Regular meetings
have been held with these and other
partners. Our new descriptive leaflet has
been distributed nation wide through
Tourist Information Centres.

We have made a financial contribution to
the new, well-designed gates at the Diggle
portal of the Standedge Tunnel and the

landscaping in the surrounding area. We
worked closely with BW and Oldham MBC
to support this enhancement programme.
We also initiated work on the Wool Road
car park including resurfacing and lighting –
this is a long term project which will
improve the BW-owned facility and attract
more visitors.

We were fortunate in recruiting a new
Marketing Officer, Claire Bebbington who
started work with us in September and has
made a significant impact on our
promotional activities and has been
responsible for several new initiatives.
One of these was a questionnaire to
members, which elicited a incredible 31%

cont’d over
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response! As a result, Claire and Bob
Gough our Administrator have organised a
series of interesting events for members
well into the future.

An important feature of the canal is, of
course, the Standedge Tunnel. Boats are
not allowed to travel through under their
own power due to health and safety
considerations. British Waterways provide
an electric tug service that tows boats
through – often in convoy. This system is
expensive for BW and causes some
frustration to boaters who have to book in
advance and wait their turn to be towed
through. Council member Keith Noble
produced a paper arguing for a more
efficient transit method and this has been
taken up by BW as part of an investigation
into generally improving customer
relationships in respect of the use of the
Tunnel. Several meetings have taken place
between HCS and BW on this subject.

The Visitor Centre at Tunnel End, Marsden
has re-opened after re-design and
refurbishment. Your Society supported BW
in this project and has arranged to use the
premises for our next AGM.

We have had two retirements of long
standing members from Council – Keith
Gibson and Brian Minor. Keith was for
many years Chairman of HCS Restoration
and is known to current members for his
regular Disconnected Jottings articles in
Pennine Link Magazine. Unfortunately, he
has suffered ill health in recent times but
we are hopeful that his features will soon
appear again in our acclaimed journal
(He’s back, as you can see! Ed). Brian
Minor has been a pillar of our Society since
its early days and was until recently, Editor
of Pennine Link. We have missed their
contributions to Council and are pleased
that they remain Society members.
We offer our grateful thanks for their
immeasurable contributions over so many
decades.

We have welcomed long standing Society
member, Keith Sykes to Council and more
recently, Andrea Fisher, who is our popular
Boat Coordinator on the East side and has
joined as a co-opted Council member.

As the year ended, plans were well ahead
for our move to new premises at the
Transhipment Shed, Dobcross, which offers
a new dimension to our future success. My
thanks are extended to our employees, Bob
and Claire for their unstinting contributions.
We have a thriving membership and our
aim is to offer the best possible service to
our whole community and we thank all our
members for their continuing loyalty. You
are vital to our success!

Neville Kenyon

Dear Alwyn,

I enclose the March edition of the ‘Fifty Eight’
as I thought you would be interested, in that
they had included a write up on our canal.
They have recently been including an article
on various Canal Societies and restoration
projects and it has been interesting to see
what is going on around the country.

They appear to have got most of their
information from our website thus showing
that it is read by various bodies interested in
waterways.

Other articles may be of interest to you as this
may be an area which could be explored for
inclusion in ‘Pennine Link’ especially if copy
is a bit thin on the ground!

David Stubbs
Thurstonland, Huddersfield

Thanks for your letter, David.  It is very
gratifying to know that others are interested
enough in HCS to include such articles.
Reading your Pennine Link, you will see that I
started just such ‘other restoration’ articles in
my first issue last year.  Ironically, this is copy
that is not yet in for this issue.  Ed.

Letter to the Editor
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Disconnected Jottings
In the Issue before
last, I reported on
the submission of
bids for grants
towards waterway
restoration
submitted to the
Big Lottery Fund’s

Living Landmarks scheme.

The important bid from the Cotswold
Canals Partnership aiming to link the
large-scale Heritage Lottery funded work
shortly to commence on the Stroudwater
Navigation at Stonehouse back to the
national waterway network at Saul on
the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal has
passed the first stage evaluation in the
process of deciding on those grants.

From around 1,000 bids, this first stage
has produced a list of about 60 proposals
for further consideration.  After a series
of site visits, the intention is that
development grants will then be offered
to about half of the schemes still in the
running, and from those remaining the
successful schemes will be chosen in
about twelve months time.

The Cotswold scheme is not the only
waterway restoration project still in with
a chance of a very large grant. Others
that have passed the first stage are:

* The restoration of the North Wilts
Canal from Swindon to Cricklade;

* Restoration of the Derby Canal from
the Erewash Canal at Sandiacre through
the city of Derby to the Trent & Mersey
Canal at Swarkestone;

* Restoration of the Monmouthshire &
Brecon Canal from the current limit of

navigation in Cwmbran to Newport,
including reopening part of the Crumlin
Arm of the canal;

* And, restoration of the four miles of
the Montgomery Canal from Redwith to
Llanymynech.

In addition, two schemes for new
waterways are still in the running:

* Work at the Milton Keynes end of the
proposed Bedford & Milton Keynes
Waterway that is intended to link the
river Great Ouse and the East Anglian
waterways with the Grand Union Canal
and the main canal system.

* And, the construction of the large
lake proposed in the centre of Bradford
as the terminus of the proposal to
rebuild the Bradford Canal from the
Leeds & Liverpool Canal at Shipley back
into the centre of the city.

Although it is sad that no money from
this scheme will go to the bids for the
Hatherton; Grantham; Manchester,
Bolton & Bury; Shrewsbury & Newport;
Cromford; Ashby or Chesterfield Canals,
there are rather more waterways
schemes still in the running than I
expected.

There is also news this Issue about what
looks likely to be a major success for the
restoration movement. The Heritage
Lottery Fund has granted Stage I approval
to an application for about €1m from the
Driffield Navigation Trust to complete
restoration of the Driffield Navigation.
This includes €66,000 that will be made
available for development of the full
Stage II application to the Lottery Fund.
Assuming that the Trust succeeds in its
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bids for €750,000 from the East Riding of
Yorkshire Council and €950,000 from
Yorkshire Forward, the regional
development agency, and is able to
successfully commission the various
reports on engineering and ecology, etc.
that will be required, this looks very
promising. It will no doubt be difficult to
develop from this Stage I approval to
actually getting the money but, from
what I have seen, bidders to the Heritage
Lottery who are successful at this first
stage generally make it in the end.

I reported in Issue 156 that the Friends of
Cromford Canal had persuaded UK Coal
and Derbyshire County Council that
completion of restoration of the
Smotherfly opencast coal mining site
should be delayed. Here, the river
Erewash had been diverted into a new
channel, approximately on the line of
part of the Pinxton Arm of the derelict
Cromford Canal, whilst mining took
place and the planning permission
required restoration of the river to its
original route and filling in of this
temporary channel.

The Friends group, which was formed in
2002 many years after the granting of
planning permission, realised that the
diversion channel could be used as the
basis for restoring a significant part of the
canal. UK Coal and Derbyshire County
Council had agreed that, for the
moment, restoration would be delayed
to give time for a scheme of restoring this
part of the canal to be put together.

The Friends have now applied for
planning permission to restore the canal
across this site. Assuming that is granted
it will be interesting to see how this
relatively young voluntary society sets

about the massive task of raising the
money to construct the canal.

When the Huddersfield Narrow Canal
reopened, I thought that I should change
the content of the restoration column I
had written in Pennine Link for many
years to keep members up to date with
the restoration movement elsewhere.
The result was ‘Disconnected Jottings’.

It has had a very mixed response. Some
members were keen to see the Society’s
magazine include this wider discussion of
the restoration scene. Some thought it
irrelevant to the Huddersfield Narrow
and beyond the scope of what should be
in Pennine Link. Others complained that,
because it skipped from scheme to
scheme according to the news of the
moment, it was far too ‘disconnected’ to
read with ease.  Perhaps, all three views
have merit! More to the point, will there
be enough happening in the restoration
movement to provide a column in every
issue? This time, the news (although
significant) would be very thin, had I not
included the first stage results of the
Living Landmarks scheme.

Inland Waterways Association Chairman,
John Fletcher has been delivering a very
depressing message recently about the
outlook for large-scale waterways
restoration. He sees the future
“becoming progressively more bleak and
ever more complicated”, especially for
those rural waterways that have limited
opportunities for waterside regeneration.

There is no doubt that competition for
large grants is becoming harder as time
goes by, partly because bidders in
general are becoming more sophisticated
and partly because (as ever) there is not
enough money to go round. (And that
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might be even more limited if Lottery
funds have to be siphoned off to pay for
the Olympics.) It would have been na€ve
to have expected a continuation of the
rate of progress the Millennium grants
allowed but, with large-scale work
imminent on the Cotswold Canals, the
Droitwich Canal, the Liverpool Link and
the Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal,
progress is continuing at a faster rate
than, perhaps, we saw in the 1980s &
early ‘90s.

The waterways movement might have to
exercise considerable patience in waiting
for the next ‘big news’, unless one or
other of the Living Landmarks bids
succeeds. Only a few of the likely
recipients of large grants that might
theoretically be available for waterways
are yet in a position to bid with any
reasonable hope of success.  It took
many years to build the successful
partnership with the local authorities and
British Waterways that bid for funding to
complete our canal.

Apart from the schemes mentioned
above, our friends on the Ashby Canal,
on the Chesterfield Canal and the
Northern Reaches of the Lancaster must
have reached or nearly reached that
stage but it would be astounding if others
like the Lichfield & Hatherton or the
Newport & Shrewsbury, for instance,
could build a successful partnership in
any period less than several years.

To complicate issues there are other
factors that are becoming much more
complex and costly. For example, the
increasing importance of allowing for the
natural environment, the increasingly
complex requirements of Health & Safety
legislation or the increasingly risk-averse
nature of the building industry.

In addition, the cost of the future
maintenance of restored waterways has
been brought home to British Waterways
and to potential funding bodies by the
Millennium schemes, particularly the
Rochdale Canal where major unforeseen
and unfunded work has been required
and the local authorities have been
unable or unwilling to help pay the extra
costs.

Although I find myself in agreement with
John Fletcher to an extent, I do hope
that, once the current crop of large-scale
schemes are complete and any that
succeed with Living Landmarks grants,
this column does not have to shrink to no
more than half a page or, worse, only an
occasional appearance. The Ashby, the
Chesterfield, the Manchester, Bolton &
Bury and the Northern Reaches of the
Lancaster should manage at least a few
column inches if the money can be
found.

My biggest worry about inadequate
funding regimes is not the sheer difficulty
of finding money for the large and
expensive urban canals, but how to
succeed with rural waterways. Look at
the Pocklington Canal – a straightforward
restoration job that possibly could all be
carried out by volunteers, yet finding the
money and resolving the environmental
issues will, when the canal is finally open
all the way to Canal Head, have taken
twice as long as it took to restore the
Huddersfield Narrow.

Keith Gibson

Surviving old age is a question
of mind over matter.
Your mind stops working but
it really doesn’t matter.
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World Canals Conference - A Success

‘Marina’

Over 170 delegates, guests and volunteers
attended the 2007 World Canal
Conference hosted by the Inland
Waterways Association (IWA) between
13th-15th June in Liverpool.

The Conference, located right on the
waterfront adjacent to the Liver building,
allowed delegates to view progress on the
new Liverpool link being constructed some
25 metres away from the  venue; which is
an integral part of the muli-billion pound
waterfront regeneration of the city.

Formally opening the conference, IWA
national chairman John Fletcher underlined
the significance of the venue in Liverpool
as a reminder of the commercial
importance of sustainable waterfront
regeneration and waterborne transportation
of freight. The conference covered a broad
range of topics, but focused on the value of
partnerships involving volunteers and the
community sector alongside professionals
when designing and delivering a waterfront
regeneration of any type and scale.

There was a succession of
informative speakers over the
course of the conference and
visits to various regional canal
centres  had been arranged.

Fortunately for HCS, visits
were organised to experience
the Huddersfield Canal at
Stalybridge. It was a pleasure
to meet two groups each of
about 40 delegates from all
over the world who were
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impressed by the regeneration of
Stalybridge town centre for which the canal
was entirely responsible.

Alan Stopher, who was the engineer in
charge of the whole of the ultimate
restoration project, presented an excellent
account of the seemingly impossible
hurdles that had to be overcome to achieve
the outstanding result. A copy of his
presentation may be viewed and
downloaded from your Society’s web site.
The venue was the old market hall, close to
the canal, which has been tastefully
restored and offered a wonderful ambience
for this type of function.

Each visitor was presented with
a DVD of The Impossible
Restoration (available from the
HCS office @ €10.99 plus
postage and packing €1.99 –
well worth viewing!) and other
souvenirs of their visit.

We have since been contacted
by the organisers and some of
the visitors praising the
hospitality offered by HCS and

Tameside MBC. This was a wonderful
opportunity to demonstrate the major
contribution a living canal makes to the
regeneration of an urban area. In fact some
Inland Waterways Association officers
expressed the view that their Stalybridge
visit was, for them, the highlight of the
whole conference!

Thanks to HCS Marketing officer, Claire
Bebbington, Administrator Bob Gough and
Head of Tameside Tourism, Roger Platt for
organising a memorable international visit
to Stalybridge.

Neville Kenyon

Left Top:  Addressing the delegates in the
refurbished Stalybridge Market Hall.
Right Top:  Alan Stopher (front) leads the delegates
around the canal at Armentieres Square.
Below:  Braving the elements; delegates gather
around the ‘Long Way to Tipperary’ statue outside
the Market Hall; Neville Kenyon far left.
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Hauling Boats through Standedge Tunnel

17 December 181717 December 181717 December 181717 December 181717 December 1817
At a meeting of the Committee of the Huddersfield Canal Company

held by adjournment at the New Inn in Delph on Wednesday
the seventeenth day of December one thousand eight hundred

and seventeen at eleven o’Clock in the forenoon.

ResolvedResolvedResolvedResolvedResolved that the thanks of this meeting be given to those Gentlemen who viewed
the Tunnel on the twentieth day of October last to ascertain the practibility of a
Steam Engine and Boat for navigating Boats through the Tunnel on the
summit level of the Huddersfield Canal and for the following Report made by
them to this meeting:

“Report of the Committee for conducting the proposed erection of a Steam“Report of the Committee for conducting the proposed erection of a Steam“Report of the Committee for conducting the proposed erection of a Steam“Report of the Committee for conducting the proposed erection of a Steam“Report of the Committee for conducting the proposed erection of a Steam
Engine and Boat for hauling Boats through Standedge Tunnel.Engine and Boat for hauling Boats through Standedge Tunnel.Engine and Boat for hauling Boats through Standedge Tunnel.Engine and Boat for hauling Boats through Standedge Tunnel.Engine and Boat for hauling Boats through Standedge Tunnel.

Present: Joseph Armitage Esq in the Chair  Mr John Harrop
Mr Edward Brown

Bob Gough writes: With our ‘Looking Back’ feature concentrating on Standedge Tunnel
and the Chairman making reference to Keith Noble’s paper, I recalled an interesting
extract from the Canal Company Minutes unearthed during my researches.

“ That on the 20th day of October 1817 We entered the Tunnel at the
east and in a Boat attached to the Smithy Boat with three Carriers
Boats astern, the Smith’s Boat Fire being continually blown with the
Smith’s Bellows and the fire supplyed with best Coal and the three Boats
astern having fires in their cabins - the Smiths Boat and several Carriers
Boats having fires in them as above had passed this Tunnel twice this
morning in order to fill the same with smoke as much as possible,
notwithstanding this we found the Tunnel clear from the smoke raised by these
Boats passing in the morning, but were a good deal incommoded by the
smoke of the Smiths Boat but not so much as to endanger any person’s life,
though we conceive we were placed in the worst possible position for feeling its
effect – having sufficiently experienced the effect of the experiment the Smith’s
Boat returned to the east end from Redbrook.  We proceeded forward to
the west end.  Was Pulehoyles, Redbrook and Brunclough Pits
uncovered we conceive that no great inconvenience would arise from the smoke
of a small Steam Engine to haul Boats through this Tunnel.
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LNWR Minute Book

Members will recall the Press coverage given
to British Waterways’ recent acquisition of a
London & North Western Railway Company
Minute Book giving an insight into life on the
Canal in the mid-nineteenth century.

From the outset, the Society was keen to have
access to the Book and in particular, make a
digital copy which would be freely accessible.

By kind permission of British Waterways at
Fearns Wharf, Leeds, the Minute Book was
copied, two pages at a time, in a total of 129
digital images.  It will take some time to
process all the images, let alone digest the
contents, but it is intended to assemble them
into a page by page presentation which can
easily be viewed, and read, on a computer
monitor.  No promises, but it might just be
available to view in time for the Family
History Weekend, 25th-26th August, at the
Standedge Visitor Centre!  Putting such a
presentation on our or BW’s website will give
access to the document worldwide, without a
page of the fragile original being turned.

I would like to express my thanks to Judy
Jones, Heritage Advisor, British Waterways
Yorkshire, for her hospitality and help in
facilitating this project.

Bob Gough

Original Image Processed page
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Message from the East
East Side Boat Co-ordinator, Andrea Fisher,
writes:

Well, we’ve had a moving experience at
Marsden, the little Marsden Shuttle was
requested to put in an appearance at
‘Slawit Spa’ as an added attraction from
tombola, lucky dip, cream teas, raffles, etc.;
all the trappings of a village fete.

So, as some of the crew hadn’t any
experience of operating locks, we thought
it would be a good idea to kill two birds
with one stone, so to speak.

There were seven of us to take it down,
and about ten involved in running it while
there and on the return journey.

The trip down went like clockwork, (apart
from having to keep turning a very big key
in the back of the boat) and we were able
to have a well-earned pint and natter in
Slawit.  A few of us made a night of it at a
local Indian restaurant, doing our bit for
inter-village relations.

Saturday was a great day; although we
were quite a distance from the Gala Field,
we managed quite a few trips, much to the
consternation of a family of ducks whose
pitch we had invaded.

The children, as always, were really
enthusiastic and were soon imagining all
kinds of adventures from living aboard to
being Capt. Jack Sparrow in the Caribbean.

Despite only charging 50p and 25p, we
made €30 (about half a piece of eight or
four reales) and as it was a glorious day, we
all enjoyed the experience.

Going ‘home’ started well, we were a well
oiled machine (having upgraded from
clockwork).  However, we had a glitch in a
couple of sections, no water, a few stiff
paddles, a couple of senior moments
regarding memory, but managed to chug
back to base for 9.30pm.  The Visitor
Centre was lit up and reflected in the
water.  The hum of voices from the open
doors floated out into the balmy evening
air, and we chugged into our mooring
listening to the audience enjoying the
Mikron Theatre Company performing ‘The
Lacemakers’.  Ah …

Many thanks to all who sailed in her, with
her and around her,
and various offers of
‘back-up’ should we
need it.  Twenty one
locks each way –
better than a trip to
the gym or the sea-
side!

Andrea Fisher
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Marsden Shuttle on her
way to Slaithwaite with
windlass men Peter Smart
and Ronnie Rose.

Inset: Andrea keeping an
eye on things!
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Alwyn Ogborn Bob Dewey

Now&Then
Lock 9W, Millbrook
Restored during 1987/88 by
Tameside Canals Ltd and its
successor, HCS Restoration Ltd
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Forthcoming HCS Members’ Events
Following on from the recent
questionnaire, we have decided to hold
a series of events for all HCS members.
There will be no cost involved other than
the boat trip of which the proceeds will
be donated to the Tameside Canal Boat
Trust for providing the boat and crew.
I do hope as many members as possible
will take advantage of these social events,
if they prove to be successful then
hopefully we can provide more next
year.

Sunday 22 July 2007
Boat Trip - A cruise on board Still Waters
along the Peak Forest Canal taking a 3
hour round trip to Woodley and returning
to Portland Basin.  There is a toilet on
board, but no refreshments, so don’t
forget your packed lunch! *.
Cost €2.50 per person.
Meet on the quayside, Portland Basin
Museum.
Time:  10.30am - Plenty of parking at the
Museum.

*Numbers are strictly limited so early
booking is advisable - call 01457 871800
to book your ticket(s)

Sunday 19 August 2007
Slaithwaite - A walk along the Canal in
Slaithwaite town led by Bob Gough, the
Society’s Administrator.
Meet at the New Street car park.
Time:  10.30am- Suitable footwear,
clothing and refreshments recommended
for this leisurely 2hr walk.

Sunday 16th September 2007
‘Treasure Hunt’ - In an around Marsden,
Tunnel End and the Narrow Canal.
Meet at Marsden Station car park.
Time:  10.30am- This is a ‘Hunt’ with a
difference!  You can take your time to

solve the clues and have a chance of
winning a superb Roberts DAB Radio!
The winner shall be decided 13 days
later at 1.00pm, drawn at random from
the correct entries received at the
Society’s offices by post or by hand
before then.   For members who are not
available on the 16th, but would still like
to take part, a copy of the ‘Hunt Map &
Clues’ can be requested from the Society
and will be mailed out, second class, on
Saturday 15th September.  Naturally, the
organiser, Bob Gough, would be pleased
to see plenty of members at the car park,
to hand out the Maps and to give some
advantageous welcoming words.

Thursday 4 October 2007
Hollinwood Branch Canal -
A presentation by Society member Martin
Clark including the new development at
Droylsden Marina.
1st Floor, Standedge Visitor Centre
Time: 7.00pm - Car parking at the Visitor
Centre is permitted for this event.

If there are any members who would be
willing to give a presentation on a
specialist subject in the future, could
they please contact me at the office or
email: claire@huddersfieldcanal.com

Claire Bebbington

And at the Standedge Visitor Centre:

Thursday 9th August
Celebrate Thomas Telford’s 250th!

Sat and Sun 25-26th August
Family History Weekend

Wednesday 12th September
Bat Walk & Talk  6.30-9.00pm

01484 844298 for further details
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2008 Calendar

The Canal Society’s 2008 Calendar is now available!
A useful A4 format for the kitchen with space to jot down
important birthdays, special occasions and of course,
Society events!

The calendar costs just £4.00 with free postage and
packing for Society members (£1.00 p&p for non-
members).  Please use the enclosed order form, or
alternatively, personal callers at the Society’s offices are
welcome - best to call first and check someone’s home!

An ideal gift for that ‘long distance’ relative.

Only 
£4.0

0!
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Those longer term members of the HCS may remember the name of
Brian Badminton from the dim and distant past. I had the honour
of serving as East Side Chairman for a few years and running the
social meetings events and gatherings at various pubs alongside
the canal around the Huddersfield area.

I was by no means the driving force of the HCS in those days but I
hope I did my bit in raising the awareness of the general public to
the plight of the narrow canal and the cause of saving it from total
extinction. I then lost contact with the society for allsorts of
reasons but am now enjoying travelling the canal’s full length
twice per year on the NB “Invicta” as we are based at Aspley and
travel the canal network each summer made possible by the
valiant and grateful efforts of many in the HCS. To all those people
a hearty THANK YOU!

I was asked to write down some memories of the canal society
activities I was involved in all those years ago and I hope that my
jottings are of interest to long term and newer members alike. I
apologise that my memory is sometimes not what it might have
been and some names and dates may not be correct, or in
chronological order. All my old slides, and HCS archives are stored
away as our house is rented out so I am relying on my memory
only. Any errors and omissions are not intentional and maybe
other members can put me right where my memory fails me.

Everyone has various reasons of becoming involved with canals,
mine was a trifle unusual. I remember sometime around 1970 one
autumn evening travelling in a van as part of a musical group on
the road between Wakefield and Doncaster being startled by a
barrier which in the half light looked like it cut the road in half.
It turned out to be a railway bridge, and in the ensuring
conversation Tony Pogson, (our bass player) who was a member of
the HCS at the time explained that just imagine that had it been
real how we would feel about severing a road in two. He went on
to explain that was exactly what had happened on the
Huddersfield Narrow canal and was about to be happening once
more as Bates or Sellers (I can’t remember) were trying to build on
the line of the canal and effectively precluding any possible
restoration of a through route.

I had no thoughts on canals before that, other than remembering
an incident in my long lost childhood where my friends and I were
chased along the canal at Colnebridge by the local bobby after he
saw us throwing stones in the lock. A situation that would not of
course occur these days as  I wouldn’t cause damage to locks, and
the police have lost the ability or willpower to actual get out of
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their cars and walk, never mind break into a run!

In the weeks that followed the bridge incident, having travelled
around the country starting to notice canals either in use or
derelict, I got to thinking about what Tony had said. He invited me
to walk part of the narrow canal and suggested I went to a
meeting to see what it was all about.

I saw Tony recently and over a few pints and a couple of missed
trains we talked abut that time and how he had changed the
course of my life as our interest in canals had risen to the point
where we had bought a narrowboat and were spending our
retirement travelling in it whilst my wife Sue and I still have the
physical ability to enjoy the slow pace of canal life. Thanks Tony.

I can’t remember my first HCS meeting, but I can remember
becoming more and more interested in the activities of the society
and volunteering myself and my wife Sue for various work parties
and events. At the time, I was working with a guy from Grimsby
who spent some time in our house each week to escape his
rudimentary digs in Leeds. He was coerced into the canal scene on
our nights out and as the years went buy was a keen member of
HCS and became a co-owner of our narrowboat for 14 years. Some
of you may recall John Woods. He now has his own narrowboat
“Silver Lining” based on the Grand Union at Long Buckby.

At those early meetings I could see that one of the things the HCS
needed at the time was to raise the general public’s awareness of
the canal. Other, more eminent members Bob Dewey, Keith Gibson,
Chris Farrar, John Maynard, Trevor Ellis, Eric Crosland, and
Dave Finnis to name a few were already doing the rounds of the
councils and other officials. There was a publicity officer (Dave
Finnis I believe), already doing sterling work. And getting articles
in the local press but my showmanship background was starting to
kick in and I thought a good idea was to try and get as much
publicity as we could at the grass roots level.

The meetings were fairly low key affairs with the usual keen
society members in attendance, discussing the various work parties
and events in the planning. We also had a few guest speakers to
entertain and enlighten us but I recall attendances typically in the
tens or teens at most.  Over a period of time we got up to 60 people
when we had a prominent speaker.

One that sticks out in my mind was at the White Cross, Bradley
where Mike and Sarah Lucas (bless you Sarah, we miss you still)
came to relate their first 10 years of Mikron theatre reminisces.
I know that as it was the first time they had done such a talk, they
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wondered if they could fill the evening. They were still going strong
when time was called and had everyone thoroughly entertained
the evening.  I recall Mike and Sarah came back to a social
meeting a few years later to give us all an update of Mikron and
much appreciated it was too. I can recognise some of the tales of
those 2 nights in Mike’s book “ I’d go Back Tomorrow” particularly
the one about the pub opposite the lock in Birmingham that turned
out to be a racing car enthusiasts’ haunt.  The customers
completely ignored their performance. Mikron, in true professional
style, carried on with the show for the benefit of the 2 or 3 people
that were listening.

I can recall inviting the Anderton Lift Society, Calder and Hebble
Society, Rochdale Society, and I believe the Grantham Society to
name but a few. It was good to share thoughts of other canal
societies with our own HCS situation. We also had members own
slide shows including on more than one occasion slide by yours
truly. I developed a reputation of always having at least one slide
upside down and it became a disappointment if they were all the
right way up, so much so that I started deliberately putting one in
the wrong way, which then raised a cheer.

Does any one remember the BBC programme logo of the world
revolving, with BBC 1 North underneath? I used it to good effect
by adding it to the end of all my slideshows and stating that the
letters underneath (in a Yorkshire accent), actually meant “Bring
Back Canals In’ North”

As my collection of slides of the Huddersfield canal increased along
with others taken on my various boating holidays, I started giving
slide shows and talked on behalf of HCS at various venues.  I can
recall one memorable evening at the Doncaster Round Table where
I was fined 50p by the Sergeant at Arms for “making the centre of
Leeds look more attractive than it actually was”. In those days it
was a mess, unlike what they have done to the river and canalside
now, (whether you agree with the style or not is another matter).

The east and west side often got together for joint meetings,
Quizzes were set and an east west rivalry of who had the best
canal knowledge developed. I remember one evening travelling in
Simon Taylor’s car when we hit a sheep at the top of Standedge, it
was surprising how much damage to a front wing of a small car a
sheep could do.

When HCS bought Stan, our first small trip boat, from the
Grantham canal society,  the then society chairman Chris Farrar
brought it back on a trailer behind his landrover to somewhere I
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recall in Linthwaite. We shoehorned it into a small garage (anyone
remember whose it was), where we set about refurbishment. I still
have a slide of Simon Taylor wielding a large sledge hammer to do
what damage I can only guess at after all these years. Finally it
was the day of the launch at tunnel end and with the help, once
again,  of Chris’s landrover, we manhandled Stan into the water to
see if it would float for the first time, it did and after cajoling the
electric motor into life we had a few trial trips on the top pound in
preparation for public trips.

In a blaze of publicity, with our local MP Richard Wainwright in
attendance, we had the official trip. The photos taken that day
continue to give the society publicity as after all these years when
they appear in newspaper articles. That was 1980 and about 18
months ago the Huddersfield Examiner ran a “Down Memory
Lane” feature which showed Stan, a party of trippers, Dave
Milson, John Maynard and yours truly at the tiller. The caption
gave my name and friends contacted me to tell me the photo was
in the paper.

Brian Badminton - June 2007Brian Badminton - June 2007Brian Badminton - June 2007Brian Badminton - June 2007Brian Badminton - June 2007
E mail: brian.badminton@gmail.com

To be continued ...
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The official naming of ‘Stan’ with, from left:
Heather Swift, Dave Milsom, Dorothy Lindley, John Maynard,
Valerie Milsom, Dave Finnis, Bob Dewey, Richard Wainwright
and a fresh-faced Brian Badminton.  28th August 1980
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The Story of DB1 (or Itchy Feet) - Part 8
The words ‘leaps & bounds’ spring to
mind regarding progress since my last
installment. Having more or less given up
working, just the odd selected job to
keep some cash flow, I have been able to
concentrate on our permanent
retirement home.

The plasma cutter that had given up the
ghost was replaced by the suppliers and
cutting of the last portholes and the
Houdini hatch completed. Depending
on weather, we were able to work
outside painting and finishing off, or, if
wet, (in the schoolroom) inside preparing
for fit out. The outside progress produced
a cabin roof painted to 1st gloss stage,
with the handrail to undercoat stage and
2nd gloss applied to the fore & aft up-
stands round the gunwale walkway.

Photo 1 shows the roof and handrail
(masked off for painting) plus the
Houdini hatch and temporary dog box.
The dog box will ultimately be made of
hardwood and have two lift-up opening
lights each side.

On previous visits to boat shows and
waterway festivals I had often looked at
some heavy rubber fender systems.
I decided to price up some ‘D’ section
with a view to fitting it down the prow
and along the side at gunwale level. I was
pleasantly surprised at the modest cost
for what I wanted and duly ordered
supplies. The ‘D’ section rubber is hollow
and fixed by a strip of hard plastic passed
down through the centre and bolted to
the hull. I bought two sizes. The larger
one for the prow, a slightly smaller
section one for round the sides. The
result is very pleasing (photo 2).
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Now to the interior progress achieved
during the less kind weather. In order to
thermally isolate internal linings and
fittings from the extremes of
temperature, (particularly the cold and
possibly condensation prone) I devised a
system of using some polycarbonate
angle; bolted either side of the rib struts,
with a nylon bush through the hole to
isolate the fixing screw and stood off by
4mm from any metal. Onto these I fixed
3” x 5/8 wooden batons ready to accept
the chosen lining material. This was done
the full length of the cabin, from the rear
bulkhead up to the far end of the
bedroom. Every rib.

The window reveals were the next
essential prior to fitting the lining. The
window frames have a thin flange all
round near the inside face. Strips of 2” x
11/4” timber were grooved on the circular
saw to leave a small gap between the
cabin side and the wood. This was fine
for the straight sides and bottom. The
top, being curved, needed a bit of a
different approach.

I made a pattern of thick wood to the
shape of the window top. Onto this I
clamped 5 layers (in 3 and 2 layer stages)
of 3mm plywood strips glued together.
3mm ply will bend easily in one
direction, but is more rigid if cut at 90
degrees round (photo 3). These, with the

straight bits, were
fixed round each
window and an
extra piece of
3mm ply fitted
inside the top to

form a stop against the flange at that
point. With all windows thus framed, all
ribs fitted with batons for the lining and a
covering box made for over the engine,
everything was masked off ready for the
insulation foam lining to be sprayed on
(photos 4, 5).

Websters Insulation, who had quoted me
some time ago, were contacted and
instructed to do the job. They were very
efficient and removed all masking and
cleared up after themselves. What a
difference! Joan remarked that it was
similar to walking into one of these visitor
centers depicting conditions in some
icecap situation. Surrounded by
polystyrene snow and ice flows you can
actually feel cold, even though in the
warm.  It does not actually feel like that
in the boat, temperature being
moderated from when the sun is beating
down on the steel and the echo has gone
(photos 6, & 7).

The other major leap forward in-between
all this activity has been the fitting of the
generator. With the decision not to have
any gas on board, cooking and some
heating will be done by electricity.
Working out the probable demand, an
8Kva generator was chosen and a very
nicely manufactured, sound shielded
unit obtained. Lifting into position was
not easy, (an understatement, egad) and
the section of wheelhouse floor,
previously cut away to facilitate dropping
in of the engine, was lifted again. (It had
been bolted back in place for just such a
requirement). The generator was lowered
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in and bolted down (photo 8).  Raw
water cooling and exhaust fittings etc.,
supplied for the job, all went together as
planned. Connecting a temporary
cooling water supply, the generator
started first time and the noise level
found to be well acceptable for the
length of time it should be running ‘in
anger’.

The outside of the boat is now looking
quite good (photos 9, & 10).  High on the
agenda now are the permanent
wheelhouse, the dog box and finishing
hull painting. When wet, inside!

We press on to the launch date!
Alwyn Ogborn

Photos:  A Ogborn
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Telford 250 Day
Telford plaque

unveiled at Standedge

To celebrate the 250th anniversary of the
birth of Thomas Telford, a plaque was
unveiled at the Diggle portal of
Standedge Tunnel.

The plaque, funded jointly by the
Newcomen Society and the Huddersfield
Canal Society, acknowledges the part
played by Telford in rescuing the faltering
canal project and ensuring the
completion of Standedge Tunnel and
Diggle locks.

The plaque was unveiled by veteran
waterways campaigner James Sutherland,
who, in 1948, was aboard Ailsa Craig,
which passed through Standedge Tunnel
and was the last boat to travel the full
length of the Canal before it closed.

Also present at the unveiling was Sonia
Rolt, wife ofTom, the well-known
waterways campaigner.  She spoke

passionately about the threats facing our
waterways in the light of the recent
funding cutbacks.

James Sutherland and Sonia Rolt joined a
group of Newcomen Society members in
a walk up the Diggle lock flight, built to
Telford’s specifications. After the
unveiling, they travelled through
Standedge Tunnel to Marsden on one of
the modern electric passenger boats.

A second group of Newcomen Society
members traveled through the Tunnel
from Marsden to be at the ceremony,
then continued on foot down the Diggle
locks to Wool Road, where transport
back to Marsden awaited.

Martin Clark

Front to back:
Sonia Rolt, Ann
Wingate JP (Mayor of
Oldham), James
Sutherland, Alwyn
Ogborn and Michael
Bailey.
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Hollinwood Canal Society
Martin Clark reports:

In previous Pennine Links, I have
reported that one of the Hollinwood
Canal Society’s major concerns over the
past year or so has been the condition of
Crime Lane Aqueduct and the adjoining
embankment.

For many years water has been leaking
from the canal around this area but the
problem had become much worse since
2005, with holes appearing in the
towpath as cavities opened up. Water
had even begun to pour through cracks
in the stonework in the aqueduct’s arch.

Oldham Council’s engineers decided
that there was a risk of the structure
becoming unstable and closed the
towpath and the road below.

Contractors worked on the site during
February and March, stanking off the
canal with sandbags while they puddled
clay along the leaking sections. Cavities
under the towpath were also infilled.

The work is now
complete and a recent
inspection of the
aqueduct shows that
the serious leaks have
now stopped, with just
a small trickle of water
coming from low
down on one side.

The parapets of Valley and Waterhouses
Aqueducts have recently been repaired,
with missing coping stones replaced.
The new coping stones at Waterhouses
Aqueduct look very smart, however,
some questions have been raised about
these stones, which have been made to a
different profile to the original stones (see
photo opposite).

On Sunday August 19th the Hollinwood
Canal Society is having another “Canal
Day” at Daisy Nook Country Park.

This follows the successful event there in
2005. There will be activities for children
organised by WoW (Wild over
Waterways) volunteers.

There will be a presentation of historic
photographs in the John Haworth Visitor
Centre and a guided walk around the
canals in the Park.

Martin Clark
Photos: M Clark

Crime Lane Aqueduct after
repairs, with the puddling

clearly visible
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It is almost completely dry
now under Crime Lane
Aqueduct, Daisy Nook
Country Park.

New coping stones at
Waterhouses Aqueduct

The working party weekend in
May was assisted by a small
excavator from the Waterway
Recovery Group, which
helped in the removal of tree
stumps and the replacement
of large edging stones.
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Wordsearch 1

AROUND
ASHTON
BASIN
BROAD
BROWNHILL
CANAL

CENTRE
DIGGLE
FOREST

HUDDERSFIELD
LYNE

MARSDEN

Find the following words, taken from last
Issue’s centre page map, in the grid above;
reading horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

MOSSLEY
MUSEUM
NARROW

PEAK
PORTLAND

STANDEDGE
TUNNELS

UNDER
VISITOR
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Jidoku 5

The grid represents nine adjoining ‘canals’
and the letters are features on those canals:
Lock, Junction, Tap, Rubbish point, Bridge,
Marina, Waterways office, Sanitary station
and Crossover bridge.

Fill in the missing blanks using these initial
letters, bearing in mind that each ‘canal’
(3x3 block) can only have one of each
feature and there must be no duplication in
horizontal rows or vertical columns.

Solutions on page 46

From one old wreck to another:

“I’m sorry, I can’t hear you.
You must have your hearing aid switched off”
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Short Cuts ...
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Recent demolition work at the former Apple Plastics site, Wool Road,
has revealed an old canal warehouse.  Though its

architectural features are rather generic, it
probably dates from the

1830s.

With time to pass
between the wedding
ceremony and a
celebratory meal at the
Hey Green, Marsden,
what better way than
cruising the Narrow
aboard the Marsden
Shuttle!  Newly-weds,
Mr & Mrs Hollingworth
(together left) are
pictured with special
friends.
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Looking Back - Issues 23 & 24 - 1978
Pennine Link - Issue 23 page 18
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Pennine Link - Issue 24 pages 15-17
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“Go out with you?
My head says yes, but
my pacemaker says no” I have often wondered why

the’re called car keys when
most of them are black
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Cuttings collected by: Alwyn Ogborn and
Ken Wright.  Compiled by: Bob Gough.

What the Papers Said
Huddersfield Daily Examiner

As part of a series of events to re-launch the
Standedge Visitor Centre, British
Waterways organised a poetry competition
themed on the life and work of the
‘Standedge Admiral’, Thomas Bourne.  The
winners were given the VIP treatment and
met best-selling writer Joanne Harris (of
‘Chocolat’ fame); taking a trip into the
Tunnel.  Joanne took the opportunity of
officially naming the first floor of the Visitor
Centre “The Thomas Bourne Room”
(2/4/07)  The story was also covered in the
Colne Valley Chronicle (6/4/07) and the
Borough Oldhamer. (June 07)

Oldham Evening Chronicle

The completed landscaping works at the
Diggle entrance to Standedge Tunnel were
highlighted with a quote from Chairman,
Neville Kenyon – the Society had
contributed financially to the scheme.  The
new gates were pictured and it was
reported that they had been much admired
by walkers.  In the same article, the re-
launching of the Standedge Visitor Centre
was reported and featured Canadian
visitors, John & Diane Land from
Vancouver Island, who were very
impressed by the Tunnel and the Centre.
(3/4/07)

During the lead-up to the Newcomen
Society’s ‘Telford 250 Day’, the Chronicle
ran a series of articles about the great
Engineer and his work on the Diggle Flight
and Standedge Tunnel.  (4/5, 25/5 and
30/5/07)  VIPs on the day (see page 32)
included our Editor, Alwyn Ogborn.  The
commemorative plaque was unveiled by
Sonia Rolt, who used the occasion to
highlight the significant threat to our
waterways from the recent cuts in funding
to British Waterways.

As a promotional event, the Society was
invited aboard the Pennine Moonraker for
a canal cruise in Saddleworth as part of the
Mayor of Oldham’s Appeal Fund.
Chairman, Neville Kenyon, and Marketing
Officer, Claire Bebbington, were pictured
with the Mayor and Mayoress, and
Lancashire dialect poet, Mildred Lees, who
provided the entertainment.  (17/4/07)

With just six days to go before news broke
about the reinstatement of the original
proposals for the re-development of the
Knoll Mill / Frenches Wharf site in
Greenfield,  Euro-MP Chris Davies added
his voice to the objections to a ‘down-
sized’ facility (detailed in our last Issue).
(18/4/07)  Tipping the balance beam, so to
speak, it was announced the original 14
berth marina and towpath bridge across the
entrance would now go ahead.  The
developer, Hanson Partners, was suitably
upbeat and said they were only reacting to
a severe reduction in traffic on the canal,
by proposing a limited facility.  (24/4/07)

The Guardian

It is not often our waterways network gets
into the national Press and less often a
picture of the Narrow!  However, British
Waterways’ plans for a strategic review,
including the option of privatisation(!), was
irresistible for the Press.  The canal at
Tunnel End was pictured, together with the
Pontcysyllte, Boat Museum and Falkirk
Wheel, and the article detailed BW’s
achievements and financial challenges,
especially in light of the recent DEFRA cuts
in funding.  (26/5/07)
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“What would you like for
your birthday, dear?”

How often have you heard the cry?

Well, I asked the mother-in –law
last year

And got a very strange reply.

“I’d like a place in the
cemetery, dear

Guaranteed for when I go.

It’ll take the worry out of passing on,

Put my mind at rest don’t you know”

So this time when she asks me

If and what she’s going to get

I’ll say “No,you’ll not get a present
from me

You’ve not used last year’s yet”

Shorts for all Occasions
Local entertainer, Bernard Wrigley (The
Bolton Bullfrog) is probably best known
for his Monologues - The Lion and Albert
and The Battle of Hastings, etc. but he is
also a humorous poet and has recently
published a book of verse entitled
“Shorts for all Occasions” with
illustrations by Gary Hogg.

By kind permission of the man himself,
here are three pieces from the book:

I know that I shouldn’t,

Now your husband is gone,

But I must ask you this or I’ll burst,

Will you marry me -

And did he leave any money,

Answer the second one first.

In my book, Bernard is an excellent
entertainer.  Joan & I always try to go and
see his shows when he is in the area and
chuckle for days after.

Alwyn Ogborn

Grandma gave me a cardigan

I praised it quite a bit

She said “It took three sheep to
make this”

I said “I didn’t know they could knit”
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The 74 Club

The Society has commissioned a
plaque to acknowledge boaters who
have ‘done’ the Narrow.

The plaque is available at €5.00 for
members, €8.00 for non-members and
€4.00 for non-members who join the
Canal Society at the time of applying.
Postage & packing is €1.00 per plaque.

Transit of the Standedge Tunnel is
accepted as proof of navigation.
Simply contact the Society on 01457
871800 or EMail hcs@huddersfield.com
to request an application form.

The form includes space for boaters to
comment on their experience in
navigating the Narrow, and the views,
both positive and negative, are
regularly copied to British Waterways.

Generally, boaters find the canal a
great experience and are very
complimentary to British Waterways’
operatives ‘on the ground’.

Solution to Wordsearch 1 Solution to Jidoku puzzle 5

We are pleased to welcome the following
boaters to the ‘74 Club’.

Mr & Mrs Faull LAURA
Dr Pauline Curtis CORINNA
Mr R Taylor & Ms J Stansfield DEVON
Mr D Read LADY McKENNA
Mr G Holmes SUITS US
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Please make cheques payable to  ‘Loxvend Ltd’

HUDDERSFIELD CANAL SOCIETY
welcomes the following new members

Pennine Link - 47

PENNINE DREAMS
the story of

THE HUDDERSFIELD
NARROW CANAL

PENNINE PIONEER
the story of the

ROCHDALE CANAL

by  Keith Gibson

2747     Mr Geoffrey Howarth, 

2748     Dr Pauline Curtis, 

2749     Mr Robert Taylor & Ms Janet Stansfield, 

2750     Mrs Amanda Watson, 

2751     Mr Graham Holmes, 






